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Fig. 1 Two penguins, two possible conceptualizations of time.

The two-word term “Nature documentary” could be considered by some as an oxymoron, yoking
together the incompatible temporalities suggested by each word. At least, scholars have hesitated
and refrained from using the term. When placed beside “documentary”, understood in
documentarian John Grierson’s sense of “the creative treatment of actuality” engaged with and
shaping the social, some of the temporal connotations that “nature” hauls along create trouble.
Grierson heralded documentary as a form of propaganda to move hearts and minds towards
ameliorating social problems, writing “I look on cinema as a pulpit, and use it as a

propagandist.”

Fig 2: Grierson’s legacy and the imagining of a nature/culture divide.

If nature’s activity is felt to be discretely separate from human events, separate,
wilderness in opposition to civilization, the documentary inherently a socio-historical document
capturing irreplaceably unique moments of human individuality in crisis, labor, or action, then
nature plus documentary would necessarily create a collision of temporal incoherence. Nature
and history, in this dynamic, cannot happen together. On the one hand, the historicallycontingent documentary of the social is pressed into time yet to come which will differ from the
time of the recording. On the other hand, Nature—timelessly lacking fashion, untouched by
socio-historical time--would thus only be sent into a time identical with itself – not documentary.

Fig. 4 Eden Nature Park, The Phillipines.

Of course, such a concept of nature is rooted in beliefs from the time before Darwin and his
theory and proof that nature did radically change, irrevocably, over time, and was utterly
contingent, humans a result of chance, not providence or any guiding teleology. Nature is
historical, ask any evolutionary biologist or geologist. Ronald Tobias writes of early nature film
and the films sponsored by big game hunter Theodore Roosevelt in particular: “Removing
people creates a wild frame—a time either before or beyond human beings.” Tobias is not
suggesting that nature has a static temporality at a transcendent remove, but does signal the
disorienting notion of a time beyond the human. If a nature documentary is a reproduction of
nature, what time is the lemur on screen heading toward? Which panda? The “wild frame”
protests the human authority of the voice-over’s foreclosure of the image. The animals do not
identify themselves. The snow leopard cannot turn to the camera and proffer a name which will
allow viewers to identify the individual penguin and the particular python’s situated history and
place within time.
By insisting on using the term “nature documentary,” I mean to provoke the oxymoron in
order to trouble the assumptions that lie behind the two terms. By “nature documentary,” I mean
all media recordings that direct their attention to non-human content, making that content
available to later viewers. This includes YouTube videos, such as the single-shot Battle at
Kruger currently with 77,886,887 views, filmed by a tourist on safari in South Africa through
zooms and pans as the action unfolds, surprised as the video’s viewers to see a herd of water

buffalo successfully attack and rescue a snatched calf from a pride of lions.

Fig. 5 “Battle at Kruger”

Nature documentary also includes experimental films, such as Mothlight by Stan Brakhage,
where plant and insect debris has been fastened to the film stock itself, or SWAMP by Nancy
Holt and Robert Smithson, who meander in the New Jersey Meadowlands, Holt’s vision
restricted to what can be seen through the camera viewfinder as it records attempting to follow

Smithson’s audibly spoken but unhelpful directions.

Fig. 6 Mothlight

The “nature documentary” might bring to mind the most prominent, spectacular variant: the
conventional vividly photographed and authoritatively narrated nature documentary. In the case
of such documentary, the footage is assembled through editing into a pageant of sequences of
different animals, the pageant usually limited to one particular geographical location or type of
terrain, such as in the BBC co-productions with the Discovery Channel and Animal Planet such
as Galapagos (2006), Planet Earth (2006), and Madagascar (2011). Anat Pick and Guinevere
Narraway describe such films as having an “imperial-planetary eye that oscillates between an
‘acquisitive’ and an ‘evocative’ mode.” (10).
In the “blue-chip” documentary, and frequently in more modest variants of nature
documentaries such as Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom (1963-2011) and even in the wellpraised surrealist-infused films of French documentarians Jean Painlevé and Genevieve Hamon,
the projected images of recorded wildlife—filmed either in the wild or in discreet captivity—are
mediated by the simultaneously present and explanatory voice-over, which infuses the viewer
with the pleasure of mastery, the images on screen with comprehensibility, and the voyage itself
with a sense of the camaraderie of human exclusivity, knowledge, and access. Voice-over
arranges the visual elements for the viewer and grafts the content of the nature documentary onto
the shelf of illustrated human knowledge. As Jean Painlevé himself writes, “It’s no wonder the
casual observer feels unsettled by the lack of order that seemingly rules over the planet’s
millions of animals. Our narrow minds need the comfort of carefully crafted logic and clear
delineation.” (119). The visual image also always contains the potential of exceeding the limits
of the voice-over and throwing the viewer into an uncanny encounter with visuality beyond
knowledge, with the excess of the life on screen generating friction rather than obedience to the
voice-over, when what is seen fascinates and vibrates with its own allure. Elizabeth Cowie

argues that. in documentary, “there is always some aspect that exceeds the intention of the
filmmakers…we make sense of the uncontrolled, the polysemic, in documentary as well as the
organized and narrated” (28, 29).
In the BBC’s Madagascar, for example, images threaten to exceed the narration, such as
when the viewer watches as a chameleon inches slowly along a twig.

Fig. 8 The chameleon, from the BBC’s Galapagos.

Regardless of learning facts about the creature, the image itself throbs with strangeness, acutely
focused and in actual or telephotographically close proximity to the chameleon’s body, a body
with a pair of uncanny protruding cones housing independently moveable eyes, a body with the
tactile register of the chameleon’s prehensile and puppet-like two-pronged mitten feet, which
slowly, carefully, cup the branch, step-by-step, uncannily both human-like in their sensitivity to
substrate and grasp, strangely different from any previous sight of reptile or other feet. Voiceover may attempt to contain or cage footage of animals with visibly different sensory apparatus

or body plans from the viewer’s own, such as the blind climbing cave fish of Thailand and the
Texas blind salamander shown in the “Caves” episode of Planet Earth.

Here we look closely at animals without eyes. Close-ups of such animals can open an uncanny

divide, an uncanny suspicion of the presence of nonhuman and closed experiential worlds that
the seemingly omniscient camera cannot access.
The conventional documentary, with its lengthy shots focused on life, shots that gaze
upon the object of interest without hesitation or distraction, gives the viewer a sense of being
transported within an Emersonian “transparent eyeball,” as if anything, anywhere, is available to
the viewer without the limits of the body or the distractions of subjectivity. However, the
camera’s eye is a mechanical eye based on the logic and capacities of specifically human vision
and though it might extend such vision, the extensions are limited to human vision’s range and
capacities, though its attentions remain different from the subjective motivations of human
vision. The camera and human fitfully collaborate.

The majority of scholars who have already engaged nature documentary consider
Western culture to be a monolithic ideological machine, reinforcing the existing power
structures. 4:36 I take a different path, understanding viewers not to be easily shaped receptacles

but psychologically complex beings, with anxieties and cultural disorientations, and with the
capacity for collaborative creative engagement with media.
We see this type of creative engagement in the YouTube video titled “crazy nastyass
honey badger,” in which the informational, proscriptive voice-over has been replaced by a
hyper-reactive, uninformed voice-over. This unscripted voice is shaped by what is occurring on
screen, rather than an authorized voice that otherwise limits the viewer’s experience. The
assumption that voice-over is inherent to nature documentary is undone by a project such as the
film Kestrel’s Eye (Kristersson, 1998), which does not deploy explanatory text, written or
spoken. The film documents, in wide angle and in close up, in the air and in the nest, the lives of
a mated pair of kestrels who have settled in the belfry of an old church tower overlooking a
Swedish village and the nearby sea. Never in the film does one hear a human voice-over
narrating and shaping the images, only the sound of rustling wings, distant muffled human
voices, the tolling of the church bell.

We never, though, see directly through the kestrel’s eye; such remains beyond the realm of
possibility; the internal experiential world of the kestrel remains at a distance, a distance the film
makes palpable by inciting our curiosity and attempts at projection. The visual world of the
kestrel, with its particular eyes capable of precision beyond the human, exists beyond the
recording capacity of the camera. Kestrel’s Eye conveys a feeling of strangeness and
meaninglessness to the occasional bursts of human activity we witness at the margins of these
avian lives, the viewer’s desires ultimately rebuffed by the non-human bodies and their
inscrutable attentions. No matter the trick or lens, the recording camera remains an extension of
human vision and human vision only, though the presence of a singular living body on screen
ever still invites projection across various nature documentaries.
That’s a bit of chapter one. In chapter two, I discuss Werner Herzog’s Grizzly Man which
offers the viewer two human avatars with whom to potentially identify: The first - Timothy
Treadwell, lived with bears in Alaska for ten years, video camera in use all the while, and whose
manic activity and chatter directed at the camera and viewer tends to resist our transference and
identification. The second - Werner Herzog, whose knowing tone contains the allure of order, as
we know too that he, not, Treadwell is the one who controls the sequence of what we witness.
The bears are avatars of self for Treadwell if not the viewer, as projection of human qualities
onto the animals is something only allowed to Treadwell in the nested structure within his own
frame; Herzog, the one in charge, keeps our attention on the absurdity of such. Grizzly Man, like
many nature documentaries, mixes nonsync, sync, and seemingly sync sound, voices, sounds,
musical score, although, at its heart, the film, or Herzog, withholds from the viewer the available
sound recorded during Treadwell and his companion Amy Huguenard’s deaths, both attacked,
killed, and partially eaten by a bear as Treadwell’s camera rolled, the lens capped, audio of the

catastrophe recorded. We also are witness to Treadwell’s confessions of addiction and minor
crime and the way in which the bears function as replacement for danger, the vessel through
which he might overcome his thwarted stardom and achieve fame. Treadwell descended into
addiction and petty crime after being turned down for the role of “Woody” on the television
series Cheers, the role to be played instead by Woody Harrelson. Treadwell’s voice as he speaks
during the film is uncanny, a theatrical ghost within the rich colors of Alaskan scenery, majestic
as it is., at the beginning as he blows kisses to “Rowdy,” his name for the indifferent-to-naming
bear in the background.

Fig 13. Timothy Treadwell and Rowdy in Grizzly Man

The wild is attacked throughout the film by the uncontainable, incomprehensible present-to-mind
yet silenced sounds of Treadwell’s already-voracious preceding death. What remains invisible in

Grizzly Man is not only Treadwell’s death but the complex ecological situatedness of the bears’
existence, a situatedness that does not include the human.
Treadwell has shown himself to be, or Herzog’s editing has shown him to be, extremely
sentimental about the fragility of life, the peril of the bears, a believer in the idea that there are
pure places remaining on Earth. He names the animals, delights in their presence, ecstatically
immerses his hand in fresh excrement of a bear he has named “Wendy,” reveling in the fact that
this is the closest he will get to actually being in her body. When Treadwell comes upon the
carcass of a fox kit (or “baby”, in Treadwell’s terminology), in an expanse of matted green grass,
Treadwell is stunned, repeating, “Oh, God. I love you, I love you, and I don’t understand. It’s a
painful world.” Herzog then intones, “Here I differ with Treadwell. He seemed to ignore the fact
that in nature there are predators. I believe the common denominator of the universe is not
harmony, but chaos, hostility, and murder.”

Fig 14. The eyes of the grizzly, Grizzly Man.
Here we have two distinct conceptualizations of nature, two that are usually, I suggest,
knotted together in the field of nature documentary, given the complex history and conceptual

drag of the concept of “nature,” of the idea of “wilderness,” of their tendencies to designate
something outside of historical time while bound as concepts with histories.

In chapter three I offer a taxonomy of nature documentary and provide a history of the
form. In chapter four I discuss Jacques-Yves Cousteau’s and Louis Malle’s collaboratively
directed nature documentary The Silent World, in which an entire eco-psychodrama plays out,
the humans initially carelessly and violently oriented toward nature, eventually renouncing such
violence. I argue that this sequence is a kind of compulsive re-enactment of the frenzy of WWII,
when the human unleashed forces beyond rationality and life itself. Malle and Cousteau had
competing visions for the film, Malle wanting to emphasize the ambiguities and mystery of what
could be filmed underwater, Cousteau aiming to entertain a general public. Both men, however,
had histories which inflected their attentions to the activities of the divers and what became
available for filming as their expedition through the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean unfolded. The
first uses of the aqualung were military, locating wrecks and keeping an eye on the Italian and
German forces. Cousteau writes of dressing in disguise as an Italian officer, entering the
command post, silently, and stealing documents as to the Italians’ battle strategy. Meanwhile, his
brother, Pierre-Antoine, in Paris, enjoyed privilege as an ardent collaborator with the invading
Nazi forces, even writing a gruesomely anti-Semitic book, Roosevelt the Jew. As the tide of war
turned and the allies were approached Paris, Pierre-Antoine fled to the east, but was captured at
the border. Found guilty, after the war he was sentenced to death for treason. He awaited
execution, but died in prison, after Jacques-Yves testified in the tribunal on his behalf, and also

after Louis Malle, the co-director of The Silent World, offered up, during the course of
production and post-production, his own blood for a transfusion as Pierre-Antoine grew ill.
The film begins with a shot underwater, looking downward upon the mysterious descent
of human divers into the ocean deep. The almost abstracted, painterly images are accompanied
by eerie music; the viewer experiences a push and pull between the intermittent human figures
and the deterritorialization of the image of the divers, as they cease to appear as recognizable
humans, surrounded by bubbles and flares.

Fig. 15 Divers in the opening scene of The Silent World.

They are human figure, yet undifferentiated in their wetsuits, eventually moving in formation
back toward the surface like a many limbed squid. Soon after, the divers are exploring the wreck
of the Thistlegorm, sunk in 1943. Here, the fish are merely part of the uncanny décor as the
divers scrape encrustation from the ship’s bell. Later the Calypso’s propeller strikes a baby

sperm whale, whose corpse is quickly ascended upon by sharks we see in a frenzy devouring its
flesh. The cacophonous, sinister music that has accompanied the shark feeding frenzy continues
without variation as the divers begin to spear, spike, and hook the sharks, hauling them onto the
deck where the crew avidly smashes them over the head with axes and blunt instruments.

Fig 16. A shark hauled from the sea, The Silent World.

As well, a motivation is ascribed to the crew; not only do they “hate” the sharks, they wish to
“punish” the sharks, as if the sharks, and not the Calypso’s propeller, was responsible for the
death of the “baby whale.” The slaughter of the sharks by the crew of the Calypso is, I suggest,
pivotal not just in the documentary’s diegesis but a cataclysmic return of the repressed violence
of the war, the humans becoming-animal, becoming-shark. For Cousteau, the brother becoming
collaborator, for Malle, the townspeople becoming involved in the outing of the Jewish student
hidden in the school. The most benevolent human may instead be the one responsible for the

mass slaughter of other humans. The disavowed footage, which Cousteau in his book The Living
World denies having filmed, displays humans slaughtering defenseless sharks; the shark and
human swap ontological positions. The sharks become suffering subjects, the humans collapse
into an uncanny primordial frenzy out of which they only emerge, literally hosed off on deck and
only able to be redeemed as humans, as distinct from animals, through a renunciation of
violence.
As described in previous chapters, Darwin’s theory had terrifying implications, in full
collision with not only established religion but also the growing consensus of secular faith in
human progress, progress that was applied to Darwin’s theory despite its explicit rejection of
teleology. Any faith in progress, evolutionary or sociohistorical, was severely tested by the
ferocity of WWII. The catastrophic violence of WWII exposed humans to humans as capable of
more savagery than ever, the illusions of civilization functioning as mere screens over the
persistence of the primordial seething and clashing of energies, drives, competitions and hungers.
The post-Auschwitz, post-Hiroshima human was not only merely an animal, but perhaps
revealed as the most monstrous and thoughtless animal of them all. By valuing nature, by
becoming stewards of nature, by elevating certain marine mammals to near divine status and
wisdom, the human might imagine redemption and might imagine their turn to beneficence
witnessed.

Fig 18. Ulysses the grouper and a diver, The Silent World.

Fig 18. Farewell to the Calypso, Ulysses’s point of view, The Silent World.

In the last shot of The A Silent World, Cousteau’s voice-over informs the viewer that we
now see the divers through the eyes of their newly befriended and named grouper, Ulysses, as
the Calypso leaves his to his coral reef, on to other adventures.
Chapter Five’s Two Laws (1981) may not immediately appear to be a nature documentary.
Overall, it is a social portrait of the indigenous Australian tribes that inhabit the northern area of
Borroloola, presenting the history of the area and the land claims made by the tribes in the wake
of the Land Rights Act of 1976. However, the claims are not only made through direct address;
in part they are made through a particular mode of temporality in which historical events are “reenacted” and through the visual presentation of the indigenous speakers from within the
landscape, the frame of the visual immersing and anchoring the speakers to the ground they
claim from within their conceptualization of their relationship to nature, one in which they are
inextricably linked as caretakers of the landscape that provides for their well-being if kept intact.
The film is a collaborative effort. After being requested by people of Borroloola to come and
help them support their land claims through film, Caroline Strachan and Alessandro Cavadini
spent time showing the people the effects of different technologies, such as the diverse array of
lenses available, and the effect of different camera angles and points of view. The people of
Borroloola, in order to best convey how they saw nature and the landscape in which they are
immersed and the complex temporality in which they are enmeshed, with Dreamtime both deep
in the past and woven through the present, chose to shoot the entire film using only a wide-angle
lens and to spend the majority of the film speaking while sitting directly on the ground in kinship
groups in which no one person speaks for the others. We sit on the ground with them.

Fig 19. From Two Laws.

Fig. 20. Two Laws. The “jungkayi” are the indigenous caretakers specifically responsible for the
health of the land.

The film locates the viewer on the red earth with the wide sky and land spreading away and
approaching. Two Laws is a nature documentary in the sense that it provides a collaborative
view of the world, a fusion of indigenous perspective and Western. The film provides a model
for future nature documentaries that wish to avoid one “imperial” perspective and argues that
technology need not be limited but instead might allow for the communication and training in
other ways of seeing.
In chapter six, I discuss a number of molecular biology digital animations, considering
the speculative capacity of science film.
To conclude. Seeing the animal in its habitat is not a telescopic line to a transcendent
truth. We see and understand as humans located in our own histories and cultures. A nature
documentary need not present images recorded of the nonhuman world in order to be designated
a nature documentary, as demonstrated in Green Porno (2008-2010), Isabella Rossellini’s series
of short films broadcast on the cable television network Bravo. In each brief episode, Rossellini
appears in an extravagant silk and cardboard costume that does not obscure the fact that she is a
human. Each costume is based on the body of a particular animal: a praying mantis, a whale, a
snail, an anchovy. On the screen, we never see the “actual” animal in action; instead, from within
the film frame, Rossellini narrates the reproductive behaviors of the animal she is playing as she
also acts out the particular animal’s always provocative reproductive behaviors

Fig 21. Isabella Rossellini as male praying mantis about to be devoured by mate in Green
Porno.

They are provocative due to their radical departure from any assumptions about human romance
and sexuality; here, anthropomorphism is turned on its head. Rossellini usually takes the role of
the male, further drawing the viewer’s attention to the act of performance. Switching from the
small scale to the large, in the segment tackling the sex life of the right whale, Rossellini again
takes the role of a male and addresses the viewer: “A penis has disadvantages in water, because it
produces drag, and a dangling organ is in danger of being snagged. If I was a right whale, I

would tuck it inside my body, and when needed, I would have an erection six-feet long.”

Nature, including the human performer, is made strange, along with possibly unquestioned
conventions of human sexuality which do not stand up as universally held when considered
alongside the non-corresponding reproductive behaviors of various animals. There is no finding
in nature of “timeless” or “natural” activity that might justify and secure the imagined “natural”
practices of the population of humans. We are confronted with the fact that, no matter how
strange they might seem, these behaviors are equally entirely “natural.” We nevertheless cannot
separate ourselves from them, connected evolutionarily and ecologically. Evolution is
fundamentally queer, never settling for good on one way to do things, endless mutation leading
to endless variation within species. The nature documentary both provides lavish moving images
for the eye and impresses the inadequacy of the eye as a means for gathering “knowledge” about

nature. The viewer of the nature documentary might project themselves into the animal, only to
be rejected or unheeded, as in the scene in Bill Viola’s I Do Not Know What It Is I Am Like,
when the camera zooms slowly closer and closer into the eyes of an owl, ultimately only to
reveal the reflection of Viola and his camera, not the interiority nor soul of the owl. In the eyes
of the owl, the human is doubled, but the double, what the owl sees when it sees us, remains
elusive, visible, uncanny. As quoted by Jonathan Burt, Viola describes the film as showing an
“irreconcilable otherness of an intelligence ordered around a world we can share in body but not
in mind” (50).

Fig 22. The eyes of the owl with the camera reflected within, I Do Not Know What It Is I Am
Like.
According to Freud, the uncanny occurs when something that has been forgotten, that
was once familiar, returns. What has been forgotten is the vulnerability of infancy and the child.

The uncanny reminds us of the time before we had mastered the world around us and were
dependent entirely on others, when the difference between the imagined and the possible was
fully indistinct. To grow aware of one’s own eyes as animal, as fragile wet membranes located
between the brain, body and their surroundings and a happenstance emergent through the
contingencies of evolution, providing only access to limited, species-specific knowledge is
uncanny. To be aware of the eyes as a fragile organ with a membrane permeable to light is
uncanny. To behold eyes which do not see in such a way as oneself does, such as the eyes of the
dead, which must have kept closed and out of sight, is uncanny. The eye of the animal, or the
animal’s lack of an eye, seeing not what we see but what is available within its own life-world, is
uncanny. For lack of such uncanny encounter, we cease to be reminded of our material fragility,
the provisional emergence of the always organically, materially embedded mind.

